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A B S T R A C T

In most real-world networks, nodes/vertices tend to be organized into tightly-knit modules known as
communities or clusters such that nodes within a community are more likely to be connected or related to
one another than they are to the rest of the network. Community detection in a network (graph) is aimed at
finding a partitioning of the vertices into communities. The goodness of the partitioning is commonly measured
using modularity. Maximizing modularity is an NP-complete problem. In 2008, Blondel et al. introduced a
multi-phase, multi-iteration heuristic for modularity maximization called the Louvain method. Owing to its
speed and ability to yield high quality communities, the Louvain method continues to be one of the most
widely used tools for serial community detection.

Distributed multi-GPU systems pose significant challenges and opportunities for efficient execution of
parallel applications. Graph algorithms, in particular, have been known to be harder to parallelize on such
platforms, due to irregular memory accesses, low computation to communication ratios, and load balancing
problems that are especially hard to address on multi-GPU systems.

In this paper, we present our ongoing work on distributed-memory implementation of Louvain method on
heterogeneous systems. We build on our prior work parallelizing the Louvain method for community detection
on traditional CPU-only distributed systems without GPUs. Corroborated by an extensive set of experiments
on multi-GPU systems, we demonstrate competitive performance to existing distributed-memory CPU-based
implementation, up to 3.2× speedup using 16 nodes of OLCF Summit relative to two nodes, and up to 19×
speedup relative to the NVIDIA RAPIDS® cuGraph® implementation on a single NVIDIA V100 GPU from DGX-2
platform, while achieving high quality solutions comparable to the original Louvain method. To the best of
our knowledge, this work represents the first effort for community detection on distributed multi-GPU systems.
Our approach and related findings can be extended to numerous other iterative graph algorithms on multi-GPU
systems.
1. Introduction

Consider a graph 𝐺 = (𝑉 ,𝐸, 𝜔), where 𝑉 represents a set of vertices
or entities, 𝐸 represents a set of edges or binary relationships on 𝑉 , and
𝜔 represents positive weights associated with edges. Graph clustering
or community detection is the problem of partitioning the vertex set 𝑉
into subsets called communities or clusters such that vertices within a
community are tightly connected with each other, while vertices across
communities are sparsely connected with each other. There are variants
of the problem such as overlapping clustering that allow vertices to
be part of multiple clusters, and hierarchical clustering that builds
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a hierarchical tree of association of how groups or pairs of vertices
are clustered [1]. Modularity [2] is a common metric to measure
the goodness or quality of clustering. Algorithms based on modularity
optimization are effective but proved to be NP-hard [3]. There are also
a diverse set of algorithms to solve the problem [4]. In this paper,
we focus on one particular algorithm based on the idea of modularity
optimization that will be discussed in Section 3.

Graph theoretic modeling is used in numerous applications to com-
prehensively capture complex interactions between entities such as
interacting atoms in a molecule or proteins in an organism. With the
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Fig. 1. The scale of GPU thread concurrency and system memory at various levels of
ummit hosted at the Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility.

bility to discover structurally coherent modules in a graph, community
etection has emerged as a fundamental tool in a number of scientific
nd industrial applications, including biological sciences, computa-
ional chemistry, climate sciences, graph analytics, social networks,
yber security, financial networks, and literature mining. Consequently,
he need to perform community detection on large scale inputs has
ecome critically important. Comprehensive reviews on the various
ormulations, methods, and applications of community detection can
e found in [4–7]. Clustering is closely related to the problem of graph
artitioning, a common and well defined problem in scientific comput-
ng with applications such as balanced work distribution among parallel
rocessors and optimization of circuit layouts [8]. Given a graph 𝐺
nd 𝑝 partitions as input, the objective of graph partitioning is to
artition the vertices in 𝐺 into 𝑝 partitions such that each partition has

roughly the same number of vertices and the edges between any two
partitions (called edgecut) is minimized. Thus, the two key distinctions
between partitioning and clustering are that the number of clusters is
not known a priori, and that the identified clusters can have different
sizes. Consequently, the methods for clustering and partitioning can be
fundamentally different.

On the other hand, the push to breach the exascale barrier in com-
puting influenced the emergence of massive scale parallelism through
accelerated and heterogeneous computing platforms, in particular,
graphic processing units (GPUs) programmable with general purpose
code (GPGPU). We provide a brief discussion in Section 2.1. The
unprecedented amount of concurrency to the order of billions of
hardware threads, and the deep, complex memory hierarchy brought
by heterogeneous architectures have emerged as formidable challenges
for the design and development of scalable algorithms. In particular,
graph algorithms pose special challenges such as inherently sequential
algorithms, irregular memory access patterns, low computation to
communication ratios, and load imbalances at multiple levels [9,10]. As
summarized in Fig. 1, the Summit system at the Oak Ridge Leadership
Computing Facility (OLCF) is a prototypical GPU-accelerated petascale
system that offers an unprecedented amount of parallelism and system
memory.

Using community detection as a prototypical case study, we discuss
design choices, and present early results on designing and scaling
our algorithm at three levels of hierarchy: single GPU, single node
multiple GPUs and multiple nodes multiple GPUs. We discuss some
of the practical issues in developing customizable graph applications
on CPU/GPU systems arising from disparities in data representations,
thread divergence, coalesced memory accesses and load balancing.

We provide a brief overview of the relevant hardware platforms in
Section 2.1.

Contributions: We make the following contributions in this paper:

(i) Present cuVite, a distributed multi-GPU C++ library for commu-
nity detection using the Louvain method as a serial template and
detailed in Section 3.

(ii) Discuss the various challenges in porting irregular applications
on multi-GPU systems and present strategies to address these
2

challenges; detailed in Sections 3 and 4.
(iii) Demonstrate up to 20× improvement relative to NVIDIA RAPIDS®
cuGraph on a single node, and about 1.6–3.2× strong scaling
performance over 2–16 Summit nodes (Section 5).

(iv) Demonstrate speedups of up to 6× on 2048 processes of ALCF
Theta using eight real-world graphs, including characterization
of different memory modes (Section 5).

(v) Demonstrate parity of solutions computed by cuVite with the
solutions reported by serial and CPU-only implementations (Sec-
tion 5.5).

To the best of our knowledge, this work presents the first distributed-
memory multi-GPU graph community detection using the Louvain
method as the serial template. We build on the CPU-only distributed
graph community detection in Vite [11,12], and make significant addi-
tions to exploit multi-GPU nodes. We believe that the details discussed
in this paper will benefit not only researchers poring graph algorithms
on forthcoming exascale systems, but also application developers in di-
verse science domains that employ community detection for discovery
and analysis.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, we provide some information on contemporary
hardware architectures and introduce the graph community detection
problem.

2.1. Hardware overview

HPC systems have significantly increased their heterogeneity, by
integrating loosely coupled workload-specialized throughput proces-
sors (i.e., general purpose graphic processing units) or tightly coupled
extended vector units (512-bit and beyond). This has made arithmetic
operations (and, in particular, floating point operations) cheap in terms
of chip area and energy. However, network and memory bandwidth are
not increasing at the same rate, resulting in unbalanced systems, es-
pecially for the memory-bound graph analytics workloads. 3D-stacked
memory stacks multiple DRAM dies one on top of the other and inter-
connects them to a memory controller die at as the level of the stack
employing through silicon vias (TSVs), thus providing high bandwidth
with relatively low energy costs. HBM (High Bandwidth Memory) is by
far the predominant type of 3D stacked Dynamic Random Access Mem-
ory (DRAM), a number of contemporary CPUs (e.g., Fujitsu A64FX) and
GPUs (e.g., NVIDIA Pascal and Volta, AMD Radeon Vega) platforms
have started to integrate this type of memory, leading to interesting
trade-offs in terms of bandwidth and memory density (currently stacks
only up to 32 GB are possible). Our experiments indicate that HBM-
based systems hold promise for improving the performance of graph
workloads, particularly in the context of community detection, thanks
to the much higher bandwidth provided with respect to conventional
double data rate (DDR) DRAM, but still require accurate data structure
design due to lower utilization of such bandwidth with fine-grained
memory transactions.

In this work we consider three different heterogeneous HPC systems.
We consider Argonne Leadership Computing Facility (ALCF) Theta, as
a system integrating homogeneous cores with specialized units and
precursor of the next generation Aurora exascale supercomputer, the
NVIDIA DGX2 system as an example of an heterogeneous node with
a very high number of GPUs, and Oak Ridge Leadership Computing
Facility (OLCF) Summit as the premier example of a large scale super-
computing system with a moderate to high number of GPUs per node
and pre-cursor to the Frontier exascale system.

With respect to the other systems considered in this work, ALCF
Theta is based on a manycore processor design (Intel Xeon Phi® Knights
Landing® - KNL) that employs simple general purpose multithreaded
cores with tightly integrated vector units, but starts exposing key

aspects that developers need to take into consideration for the effective
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exploitation of a more complicated memory hierarchy that integrates
3D-Stacked memory. A KNL node in Theta consists of 64 multithreaded
(4 threads each) relatively simple cores with 512-bit vector units,
organized into 32 tiles (2 cores/tile, sharing an L2 cache of 1 MB) in a
2-D layout, a high bandwidth in-package multi-channel DRAM memory
of size 16 GB (MCDRAM), and 192 GB of DDR4 main memory. The tiles
are connected by a mesh interconnect, and the mesh supports different
levels of memory address affinity, known as clustering modes.

Both the DGX2 and a Summit node feature multiple NVIDIA Tesla®
V100® boards, based on the Volta architecture (GV100 GPU), and ex-
ploit the second generation NVLINK® interconnect to its fullest extent.
However, they have key differences in the organization of the resources
in a node: different host CPUs, different number of GPUs, and different
topologies to interconnect GPUs to host CPUs and GPUs together.

A key innovation of the Volta Streaming Multiprocessors (SMs) with
respect to previous architectures is the way warps are executed. While
instructions for threads are still issued in warps (i.e., for a group of 32
threads), their execution is now independently controlled, speeding up
those cases where they diverge. This feature can be readily exploited
through the use of cooperative groups, a new way to synchronizes
different threads. The GV100 hosts 6 MB of L2 cache and 8 memory
controllers at 512-bit width (4096-bit in total) to interface with 4
HBM2 stacks. The GPU runs at 1.3 GHz but supports (boost) clocks up
to 1.53 GHz. NVLINK2 provides six links with an aggregate 300GB/s
bidirectional bandwidth. The DGX-2 node has two 24-core 2.7 GHz
Intel Xeon® Platinum 8168® CPUs, with 32KB/1MB per-core L1/L2
caches and 33MB shared L3 cache, and 1.5TB DDR4 memory, and hosts
16 T V100 GPUs with 32 GB of HBM2 each. Each Summit node, instead,
includes two IBM Power9® processors with 22 cores, integrating sepa-
rate 32KB L1 data and instruction caches and connecting to 512 GB of
DDR4 memory. Pairs of cores share a 512KB L2 cache and a 10MB L3
cache. A Summit node hosts a total of 6 T V100 GPUs with 16 GB of
HBM2 each. The DGX-2 uses a fully interconnected topology across the
0–16 GPUs with 12 NVSwitches, but they communicate with the Intel
processors only through PCI Express. The 6 GPUs per node in Summit,
instead, are divided in two NVLINK2 fully interconnected blocks of 3
GPUs and a Power9 processor. The two blocks internally communicate
only through the processor interconnect (XBus). Additionally, both the
DGX-2 and Summit nodes feature Infiniband EDR network interfaces (8
for the DGX-2, and 2 for Summit). However, we only consider a single
node for the DGX-2, hence we do not employ the network interconnect.
For Summit, instead, we look at scaling when increasing number of
nodes.

Unified Virtual Addressing (UVA) is a software and hardware-
supported feature in contemporary NVIDIA architectures that, by en-
abling peer-to-peer access, allows writing code that directly uses point-
ers to data allocated on one GPU from another. Newer versions of
NVLINK enhance UVA features, introducing support for atomic memory
operations and significantly increasing bandwidth between devices,
thus making migration of virtual memory pages more practical. Our
current implementation does not currently leverage UVA features,
because our implementation is heterogeneous, where CPUs perform
part of the computation and prepare/transform data structures to
facilitate GPU computations. UVA is not directly applicable across the
nodes of a (distributed memory) cluster (such as Summit) without
using network-enabled RDMAs devices, which can complicate code
development. However, on single node dense-GPU platforms like the
DGX-2, our approach can readily use libraries like NVIDIA NCCL [13]
that allows for mapping message passing primitives to data transfer
through NVLINK.

2.2. Graph community detection or clustering

Given a graph 𝐺 = (𝑉 ,𝐸, 𝜔), the objective for community detection
is to partition the vertex set 𝑉 = {𝐶1 ∪ 𝐶2 ∪ …𝐶𝑘} such that vertices
within a community are ‘‘tightly’’ connected with each other and
3

Fig. 2. Louvain Method in the context of modularity based graph algorithms. See Ref.
[23–25].

sparsely connected with the rest of the graph. Various measures have
been proposed in literature to evaluate the goodness of partitioning
produced by an [14–16], and one of the measures is modularity that
has been used widely [2]. Given a partitioning 𝑃 of 𝑉 , modularity
denoted by 𝑄, can be intuitively expressed as the difference between
the fraction of intra-cluster edges imposed by the partitioning 𝑃 and
the expected fraction in an equivalent but randomly reconnected graph
with the same number of vertices, edges and vertex degree distribution.
Formally, modularity can be computed as follows:

𝑄 = 1
2𝑚

∑

𝑖∈𝑉
𝑒𝑖→𝐶(𝑖) −

∑

𝐶∈𝑃
(
𝑎𝐶
2𝑚

⋅
𝑎𝐶
2𝑚

), (1)

where 𝑚 =
∑

𝑒∈𝐸 𝜔(𝑒) denotes the sum of the weights of all the edges
in the graph, 𝑒𝑖→𝐶 denotes the sum of the edge weights for the edges
connecting vertex 𝑖 to vertices in community 𝐶, and 𝑎𝐶 denotes the
sum of the degrees of all the vertices in community 𝐶. Modularity as
a metric has been studied extensively and has been shown to have
limitations as the resolution limit problem [17].

From an algorithmic perspective, modularity optimization is an NP-
complete problem [18], and therefore practitioners depend on efficient
heuristics for maximizing modularity for clustering a given graph.
Albeit its limitations, the measure continues to be widely used in
practice and has been demonstrated to be competitive with other
methods for community detection [4,19]. Algorithms addressing the
resolution-limit problem have also been proposed in literature [20].
Many efficient community detection heuristics based on maximizing
modularity have been developed over the years, making the analysis
of large-scale networks feasible in practice. One such efficient heuristic
is the Louvain method proposed by Blondel et al. [21]. The method is
a multi-phase, multi-iteration heuristic that starts from an initial state
of |𝑉 | communities (each vertex assigned to a unique community), and
iteratively improves the quality of community assignment until the gain
in modularity is less than a user-defined threshold value. At this point,
all the vertices in a given community are coarsened into a single vertex
for consideration in the next phase of execution, and edges are added to
represent inter-cluster connectivity in the current phase. The algorithm
then iterates until the coarsened graph reaches a given minimum
size. From a computation perspective, the operations translate into
performing multiple sweeps of the graph (one per iteration) and graph
coarsenings between successive phases.

Because of its speed and relatively high quality of output in prac-
tice [22], the Louvain method has been widely adopted by practitioners
in numerous domains. The Louvain method is inherently sequential,
and several efforts have been made in parallelizing the method, as
detailed in Section 6. Fig. 2 attempts to characterize Louvain method
in the space of contemporary modularity-based graph algorithms.

A subset of the authors of this paper have been involved in sev-
eral such efforts including multi-threaded [26], single GPU [27], and
distributed-memory [11] implementations. In this particular work, we
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build on the distributed-memory implementation made available as
a software package called Vite [11]. The need to port to massively
arallel systems emerges from the need to solve large-scale problems,
s well as situations when the algorithm needs to be executed a large
umber of times. For example, Weir et al. use output from multiple
xecutions to compute a better quality solution [28]. Recent work has
lso demonstrated the application of community detection for ordering
f vertices to enhance memory locality [29], and therefore, the speed
nd accuracy of the algorithm becomes critical.

. Distributed multi-GPU Louvain method

We provide an overview of cuVite, our distributed multi-GPU com-
unity detection algorithm using the Louvain method as a serial tem-
late in this section. We provide specific approaches and heuristics for
PU porting in Section 4. We begin with the input graph distribution
nd provide an overview of the distributed algorithm.

.1. Input distribution

Due to practical limitations of graph partitioning algorithms, we
ely on simple block distribution schemes for partitioning an input
raph among participating processes. In particular, we distribute con-
iguous blocks of vertices and the incident edges across available
rocesses such that each process receives roughly the same number
f edges. Each process stores the subset of vertices that it owns. Each
rocess also keeps track of a ‘‘ghost’’ copy for any vertex that has an
dge to any of its local vertices but is owned by a different (remote)
rocess. Henceforth, we refer to the latter set of vertices as ‘‘ghost’’
ertices. We use the compressed sparse row (CSR) format to store the
ertex and edge lists [30].

Similarly, each process also owns a subset of communities (set
nitially to an equal number of communities per process), and keeps
rack of a set of ‘‘ghost’’ communities to which the process’s local
ommunities have incident (inter-community) edges. Given the static
ature of input loading, each process knows the vertex and commu-
ity intervals owned by every other process as well. However, the
nformation pertaining to those vertices and communities could change
ynamically and therefore need to be communicated. We use 𝑝 to
enote the number of processes, and rank 𝑖 to denote an arbitrary rank

in the interval [0, 𝑝 − 1].
We also explore an alternative vertex distribution to balance the

edge distributions to reduce the number of ‘‘ghost’’ vertices and com-
munication. This distribution maintains roughly equivalent edge lists
but may result in an uneven number of vertices per process (and
additional file I/O). The impact of this ‘‘edge-balanced’’ distribution
in avoiding communication is discussed in the context of distributed-
memory evaluation in Section 5.2.

3.2. Overview of the parallel algorithm

The Louvain algorithm has multiple phases, where each phase is run
for a certain number of iterations based on a user-defined threshold
value. Initially, each vertex is assigned to its own community, and
as the algorithm progresses, vertices migrate by entering and leaving
different communities. Each vertex resides in one community at the
start of an iteration, and decides to either stay in the current community
or move to one of its neighboring communities based on the value of
modularity gain by the end of an iteration. Algorithm 1 shows a high-
level description of the parallel Louvain algorithm executed on process
𝑖. In this pseudocode, each iteration of the while loop corresponds to
a Louvain ‘‘phase’’.

Algorithm 1 shows the two major steps of the parallel Louvain
algorithm. The first step involves invoking the Louvain iteration, Line
4 through a call to Function LouvainIteration()), which runs the Lou-
vain heuristic for modularity maximization. The second step is graph
4

Algorithm 1: Parallel Louvain Algorithm (at rank 𝑖).
Input: Local portion 𝐺𝑖(𝑉𝑖, 𝐸𝑖, 𝜔𝑖 (in CSR format),
nput: Threshold, 𝜏 (default: 10−6), 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒
Output: Community assignment 𝐶𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟

1: 𝐶𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 ← {{𝑢}|∀𝑢 ∈ 𝑉 } {Initial community assignment}
2: 𝐺0

𝑖 ← 𝐺𝑖 {𝐺𝑘
𝑖 : Subgraph on rank 𝑖 and coarsening level 𝑘}

3: while true do
4: LouvainIteration(𝐺𝑘

𝑖 , 𝐶𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟,𝜏 ) {GPU enabled}
5: 𝐺𝑘+1

𝑖 ← BuildNextPhaseGraph(𝐺𝑘
𝑖 , 𝐶𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟) {On CPUs}

6: if |𝑉 (𝐺𝑘+1
𝑖 )| ≤ 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 then

7: break
8: else
9: 𝐶𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 ← Update based on 𝐺𝑘+1

𝑖
10: 𝐺𝑘

𝑖 ← 𝐺𝑘+1
𝑖 {Update the graph}

11: return 𝐶𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟

Algorithm 2: Algorithm for the Louvain iterations of a phase (rank
𝑖, coarse-level 𝑘), on CPU and GPU
Input: Local portion 𝐺𝑘

𝑖 (𝑉𝑖, 𝐸𝑖, 𝜔𝑖), 𝜏 = 10−6

Output: Updates to community assignment 𝐶𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟

1: function LouvainIteration(𝐺𝑘
𝑖 , 𝐶𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟, 𝜏)

2: 𝑉𝑔 ← Exchange 𝑔ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑡 vertices
3: {GPU initialization}
4: Declare map 𝑚(𝑉𝑝) ∈ {𝐶𝑝, 𝑎𝐶} where 𝐶𝑝 ← 𝐶𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 ∪ 𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑒 and 𝑉𝑝 ← 𝑉𝑖 ∪ 𝑉𝑔
5: while true do
6: send/receive latest information on all ghost vertices and update

local communities
7: Remapping: initialize 𝑚(𝑉𝑝)
8: Copy 𝑚(𝑉𝑝) from host to device
9: for 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉𝑖 do {Computation on GPU}

10: Compute 𝛥𝑄 by moving 𝑣 to each of its neighboring communities
11: Determine target community for 𝑣 based on the migration that

maximizes 𝛥𝑄
12: Mark both the local and remote communities of 𝑣 for an update
13: Copy 𝑚(𝑉𝑝) from device to host
14: send updated information on ghost communities to owner processes
15: 𝐶𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 ← receive and update information on local communities
16: 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑖 ← Compute modularity based on 𝐺𝑘

𝑖 and 𝐶𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟
17: 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑀𝑜𝑑 ← all-reduce: ∑∀𝑖 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑖
18: if 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑀𝑜𝑑 − 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑀𝑜𝑑 ≤ 𝜏 then
19: break
20: 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑀𝑜𝑑 ← 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑀𝑜𝑑

reconstruction, Line 5 through a call to Function BuildNextPhaseGraph(),
where vertices in each cluster are coarsened into a single meta-vertex,
compacting the graph. Function LouvainIteration represents the most
compute intensive part of the algorithm, and therefore, benefits from
the offloading the computation to a GPU. However, Function Build-
NextPhaseGraph involves irregular accesses to memory and can be
performed efficiently only on CPUs. We describe these two steps in
detail in the following discussion.

Algorithm 2 lists the steps for performing a sequence of Louvain
iterations within a phase. Since each process owns a subset of ver-
tices and a subset of communities, communication typically involves
information on ‘‘ghost’’ vertices and/or communities. For each vertex
owned locally, a community ID is stored; and for each community
owned locally, its incident degree (𝑎𝑐) and weights are stored locally
(as part of the vector 𝐶𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 in Algorithm 2). In addition, each process
stores the list of its ghost vertices and their corresponding remote owner
processes. Since this vertex mapping to the process space changes with
every phase (due to graph compaction), we perform a single (one-time
per phase) send-receive communication step to exchange these ghost
coordinate information (shown in line 2 of Algorithm 2. Note that
the initial ghost community information can be derived from the ghost
vertex information, as at the start of every phase, each vertex resides
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in its own community. However, after every iteration (within a phase),
changes to the community membership information need to be relayed
from the corresponding owner processes to all those processes that keep
a ghost copy of those communities.

The communities for ghost vertices are maintained in a separate
data structure (because they have to be communicated) and its size
changes across the iterations (because vertices can move around the
communities). To prevent repetitive device allocations of the commu-
nity data structures across Louvain iterations and to enable coalesced
accesses from GPU threads, we combine the local and ghost community
data structures and flatten them into separate contiguous sequence
containers. A one-time allocation of communities is possible since the
number of communities cannot exceed the number of vertices, and in
subsequent phases the overall number of communities is expected to
shrink; therefore, at most, the per-process size of communities will be
equivalent to the number of local and ghost vertices.

The main body of each Louvain iteration consists of the following
major steps (see Algorithm 2):

(i) At the beginning of each iteration, obtain information on ghost
vertices (i.e., their latest community assignments) at each pro-
cess (line 2);

(ii) Declare and initialize data structures for device (line 4);
(iii) At the beginning of each iteration, exchange updated informa-

tion for ghost communities among processes, compute the new
community assignments for local vertices (line 6), and adjust
GPU data structures (line 7–8);

(iv) Compute the gain in modularity (i.e., 𝛥𝑄) if a vertex migrates to
a neighboring community, and designate a target that maximizes
the relative modularity gain (lines 10–11);

(v) Update local and ghost communities, and copy data from device
before exchanging the updated communities (lines 10–15);

(vi) Compute the global modularity based on the new community
state (line 16–17);

(vii) If the net modularity gain (𝛥𝑄) achieved relative to the previous
iteration is below the desired threshold 𝜏, then terminate the
phase, and continue otherwise (lines 18–20).

3.3. Graph reconstruction

The coarsening or merging of communities at the input graph level
(finest level) can be observed as an important optimization technique
to improve the quality of clustering. The communities at the end of the
current phase form the basis for the basis for building the coarsened
graph for the next phase. Each community is represented as a vertex
in the coarsened graph and a self-edge is added with the total number
of intra-cluster edges as the weight of this self-edge. The self-edge acts
as the balancing force to keep a given cluster in the current phase stay
in its own community depending on the number of intra-cluster edges
relative to inter-cluster edges. Edges between communities, which are
now simply edges between vertices, are assigned weights based on the
inter-cluster edges from the current graph.

The graph reconstruction phase in a distributed setting is illustrated
using a simple example in Fig. 3. Process #0 owns vertices {0, 1, 2},
while process #1 owns vertices {3, 4}. The figure shows the partitioning
of the CSR representation. The index array employs local indexes,
whereas the edges array has global vertex IDs. Each process has an
array identifying community IDs for local vertices, and a hash map that
associates remote neighbor vertices with their respective community
ID. The specific steps in graph construction are as follows:

(i) Each process counts its unique local clusters, which are renum-
bered starting from 0. Renumbering is performed using an
std::map data structure that associates the old community ID
5

with the new ID.
Fig. 3. Graph reconstruction, the top cartoon demonstrates the overall compaction
process, whereas the bottom figure provides more details on the stepwise renumbering
and graph CSR reconstruction. In the example, we suppose that the modularity
optimization has assigned vertices {0, 1, 3} to community 0, vertex 2 to community 2 and
ertex 4 to community 4 (i.e., vertices 2 and 4 are each one in their own community).
ecause community IDs originate from vertex IDs, we consider the community IDs from
to 2 owned (local) to process #0, and community IDs 3 and 4 local to process #1.

(ii) Each process checks for local community IDs that, during the
Louvain iterations, may have been assigned to remote vertices
but are no longer associated with any of the vertices in the local
partition.

(iii) Local unique clusters are renumbered globally. This is achieved
using a parallel prefix sum computation on the number of unique
clusters.

(iv) Processes are involved in communicating the new global com-
munity IDs for the local partition. Only the new community IDs
that replace the old community IDs used in other processes need
to be communicated.

(v) Every process examines each of the vertices in its partition and
starts creating partial (new) edge lists. For each vertex in the
partition, a process checks its neighbor list. Neighbors associated
with the same new community ID contribute to a ‘‘self loop’’
edge.
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Fig. 4. Vertex index transformation from CPU to GPU representation.

(vi) Once these new partial edge lists have been created, they are
redistributed across processes. New partitions are generated so
that every process owns an equal number of vertices (as much
as possible).

(vii) New arrays for indices and vertices of the coarsened graph can
thus finally be rebuilt from the edge lists.

As can be observed from the details, the coarsening function in-
volves simple integer operations and communication between pro-
cesses. Given the low amount of parallelism in execution, and the need
for frequent synchronization, we perform the graph coarsening step
only on the CPU side of a node.

4. GPU-porting strategy

As described in the previous sections, the Louvain method comprises
two phases. Our distributed heterogeneous multi-GPU implementation
currently exploits GPUs only for the modularity optimization phase.
The modularity optimization phase can concurrently run on the GPUs
and the host CPUs for different portions of the graph. However, the
graph coarsening and rebuilding phase is executed only on the host
CPUs. In the rest of this section, we discuss critical aspects that enable
efficient execution of the algorithm on multiple GPUs across multiple
nodes as well as improve execution of the modularity optimization
phase on the Volta V100 GPU architecture.

4.1. Mapping between host and device data structures

Similar to Vite, the heterogeneous implementation employs a mix
of MPI processes and OpenMP threads. We assign one MPI process per
GPU. The graph is partitioned across MPI processes employing a simple
1D vertex based distribution (partitioning). As previously described in
Section 3, there is a notion of ‘‘ghost’’ vertices in the graph distribution
across processes. In Vite, separate data structures are maintained for
vertex-to-community associations to distinguish local (owned by the
current process) and ghost vertices. The community associations of
the ghost vertices are exchanged with the processes owning them in
every iteration. However, the GPU code only performs the modularity
optimization part of the algorithm. Hence, once the computation is
offloaded to the GPUs, GPUs do not need to communicate data and
storing two distinct data structures in GPU memory becomes unnec-
essary. We, instead, maintain a mapping to distinguish between local
and ghost vertices in the single GPU data structure to access the vertex-
to-community information for ghost vertices. The size of the mapping
is twice the number of edges. An illustration of the index re-mapping
using a small example is shown in Fig. 4.

Intuitively, the approach identifies the ghost vertices (which may
have any of the global vertex indices) and rebuilds the local CSR
representation as if they were local vertex indices. This allows accessing
the community information (community assignment and weight of such
a community) through direct indexing in an array rather than accessing
the separated per-process hash map containing the remote community
information. In Fig. 4, the original data structure starts from vertex
6

index 3, as it uses global vertex indices, and gets remapped to a new
local CSR starting from local vertex index 0.

The remapping operation to transform the respective per-process
vertex indices from the CPU to the GPU representation is currently
implemented as a shared-memory parallel routine on the host using
OpenMP, and the transformed information is copied to the device.
It is possible to entirely eliminate this step by modifying the un-
derlying graph data structure in Vite. However, this would require
significant changes to the code, and is therefore a planned set of future
optimization.

In Vite, the graph coarsening phase involves reconstructing the
Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) representation, and requires re-allocating
the data structures as needed. Since GPU memory allocations are
expensive, we only allocate a reusable buffer on the device memory
once at the beginning, and only adjust pointers to the data structures
as required. We also employ pinned memory to accelerate streaming of
data from the host process to the device.

4.2. Determining target communities

One of the most expensive operation in a multi-GPU implementation
is identifying target communities for vertices. In a Louvain iteration,
vertices calculate the relative gain in modularity obtained by mov-
ing the vertex from its current assignment to one the neighboring
communities. In the CPU-only version, the community information
(size and degree of communities) is stored as a C++ STL datastruc-
ture std::map, and STL functions are used to ‘‘find’’ if a specific
community already exists in the map. GPU implementations of C++
containers are not portable across CUDA releases (for e.g., CUDA Thrust
libraries [31]), and the third-party libraries also suffer from similar
limitations. Furthermore, the absence of a scalable hash function com-
plicates the search in the data dictionary on a GPU. We are aware of the
existing research on faster hash functions targeted for GPUs [32–34].
We plan to employ such techniques in our future work.

In the current implementation, we maintain two independent vec-
tors to store degree and sizes. The task of determining the target
community for a vertex is either undertaken by a tile or a block
(multiple tiles) of threads. This is decided on the base of the degree
of a given vertex. If the degree of a vertex is on the higher side, then
a block of threads is dispatched to handle this operation, else a tile is
sufficient. In a tile or a block, each thread processes one or more edges
of a vertex to identify the neighboring communities and compute the
changes in modularity for moving the vertex being processed to one
of them. Additionally, in order to mitigate load imbalances owing to
varied vertex degree distributions, we make use of two separate CUDA
streams per GPU to distinguish computations on high-degree vertices
from the rest.

4.3. Exploiting CUDA cooperative groups

CUDA cooperative groups (CGs) introduced with CUDA 10.0, pro-
vide a flexible model for synchronization and communication within
groups of threads [35,36] of arbitrary dimensions, differently from
the basic thread block based synchronization historically employed in
previous CUDA versions. The cooperative groups programming model
leverages four key elements: (a) Group partitioning; (b) collective
algorithms for data movement and manipulation; (c) group barrier syn-
chronization; and, (d) collectives that expose low-level group-specific
operations. While cooperative groups are supported on older GPU ar-
chitectures such as Pascal, the new execution model for warps in Volta,
which significantly reduces penalties for thread divergence, makes
it an ideal platform for implementing cooperative groups. We made
extensive use of CGs for implementing all the GPU kernels in cuVite.

Fig. 5 illustrates the template for using CGs in cuVite. The degree
of a vertex is used to decide the size of a cooperative group that will
be assigned to process a given vertex. If the degree is higher than a
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Fig. 5. Vertex distribution among GPU threads: depending on the vertex degrees,
individual threads in a warp work on a vertex or an entire warp works on a single
vertex, requiring cooperative groups for synchronization.

predefined value (the tile size for a CG), we assign an entire cooperative
group to work on a single vertex, since it is easy to synchronize once
execution is completed for this vertex. When the size of a CG equals the
size of a warp, we observe the highest performance. However, on Volta,
CGs enable the use of smaller number of threads without significant
penalties. CGs are also easy to synchronize at the subwarp level. When
the degree of a vertex is very small, we assign a single thread per vertex.
This approach is particularly useful during modularity optimization,
when each vertex needs to identify the communities of its neighbor-
hood and evaluate the variation in modularity when moving to each
one of them in order to select the move that provides the highest
increase.

In the following section (Section 5), we present the experimental
results detailing the impact of the data structures modifications and of
the other optimization techniques discussed here.

5. Performance evaluation

In this section, we discuss our distributed-memory Louvain evalua-
tions on ALCF Theta and OLCF Summit platforms (refer to Section 2.1),
using both real-world and synthetic graphs (we use undirected repre-
sentation of graphs). We begin by characterizing some general obser-
vations of our distributed-memory implementation in Section 5.1. We
discuss our evaluations on ALCF Theta in the context of exploiting the
modes to access KNL MCDRAM in Section 5.2. Finally, in Section 5.3,
we discuss our distributed-memory GPU evaluations on OLCF Summit.

5.1. General performance characterization

Overall performance of our distributed implementation is sensitive
to the input graph (especially since our simple graph partitioning makes
no assumption about the underlying graph structure). Fig. 6 shows the
inter-process communication volume of distributed Louvain method for
four real-world graphs on 1024 processes of Theta respectively, and they
exhibit significantly different communication patterns.

Load balancing of real-world graphs is challenging, since it is non-
trivial to implement equitable partitioning of graphs across processes.
We introduce an edge-balanced partitioning scheme that vastly im-
proves the communication time at the expense of extra I/O to read
the graph. We embed the edge count per vertex information in an
7

intermediate binary CSR representation of the native graph file (refer
to Section 3.1), in addition to the edge list. A single process can read
the graph partially within a limited amount of time (since number of
vertices is usually significantly lesser than the number of edges) and
use the per-vertex edge count information to construct a partitioning
scheme that tries to balance the number of edges owned by a process,
and accordingly broadcasts the respective file read positions to rest of
the processes.

Fig. 8 demonstrates the standard deviation of edges owned by a
process in the classic vertex-based distribution that divides the number
of vertices among processes (with each process receiving all the edges
connected to a vertex, in addition to ‘‘ghost’’ vertices), as compared to
our edge-balanced distribution, for eight real-world graphs distributed
on four process configurations (256, 512, 1024 and 2048). Thus, the
edge-balanced distribution can significantly minimize the amount of
‘‘ghost’’ vertices, leading to communication avoidance. As a result, we
observe up to 80% improvement in the end-to-end execution times
for clustering, compared to the standard distribution, for a number of
real-world cases.

We use MPI nonblocking Send/Recv and collectives to perform
communication in our distributed Louvain implementation. Exchanging
vertex-community association among processes take place in every
iteration of a phase (refer to Algorithm 2), and is the most expensive
communication operation. In general, communication overhead of our
implementation can be significant and more than 90% of the overall
elapsed time as shown in Fig. 7, depending on the input graph and
process configurations, primarily due to the inherent load imbalances
in this application. Fig. 7 also shows the memory per PE (as reported
by CrayPAT profiler), which is an artifact of the distributed graph
structure. Hence, we include maximum, average and standard deviation
of edge distribution across the PEs. Relatively high standard deviation
of edge distribution indicates a higher number of ‘‘ghost’’ vertices.

5.2. Performance on ALCF Theta

The KNL nodes of ALCF Theta allows multiple configuration for
exploiting the on-package MCDRAM. In this section, we analyze the im-
pact of the memory modes or MCDRAM configurations on performance
for our distributed Louvain implementation. It is possible to configure
the available memory in KNL nodes of Theta into one of the three
modes—(i) cache: MCDRAM is a cache for main memory; (ii) flat : MC-
DRAM is treated as an addressable memory (like main memory); and,
(iii) hybrid: a portion of MCDRAM is treated as addressable memory,
and the rest is a cache for main memory. We further classify hybrid
mode into equal and split. In equal memory mode, 50% of MCDRAM is
addressable memory, and the other 50% is a cache. Whereas, in split
mode, 75% of MCDRAM is addressable memory, and the remaining
25% is cache. We use a custom allocator (i.e., hbw::allocator)
from the memkind library [37] to allocate C++ containers that store
the community size/degree and the vertex-community mapping on the
KNL MCDRAM. The performance differences between different cluster-
ing modes were not evident, therefore we selected the default quadrant
for our distributed Louvain implementation. In quadrant clustering
mode, the tiles are divided into four parts (quadrants), which are
spatially located near four groups of memory controllers. Keeping the
clustering mode constant, we vary the memory modes and demonstrate
performance using four real-world datasets in Fig. 9.

Despite of the inherent simplicity of the cache mode (no application
code modification), the access latency of MCDRAM is higher than
standard caches, and the overall memory bandwidth is impacted by
main memory accesses (for the portion of data not resident on the
MCDRAM). Due to the irregular nature of memory accesses in our
distributed Louvain implementation, cache misses are pervasive. In
cache mode, the MCDRAM in KNL is treated as a direct mapped cache,
in which an address in the main memory is mapped to only one location
in the cache. Whereas, L3 caches in conventional CPU architectures
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Fig. 6. Communication volume, in terms of mean send/recv message sizes (bytes) exchanged between pairs of processes, for two real-world inputs on 1024 processes. The
vertical axis represents the sender process ids and the horizontal axis represents the receiver process IDs.
Fig. 7. % MPI, Memory/PE and edge distribution across PEs for various real-world graphs on 16–128 Theta nodes.
Fig. 8. Lower standard deviation of #Edges/process of the edge-balanced distribution
compared to classic vertex-based distribution indicates less communication for the
former.

such as Intel® Haswell® are multi-way set associative, in which an
address in main memory can be mapped to any of the multiple cache
addresses, significantly reducing conflict misses. An MCDRAM cache
miss is more expensive than reading from main memory, because mem-
ory requests cannot travel from processor L2 cache to main memory
directly, and has to involve MCDRAM in between. We notice that the
hybrid split mode is more scalable than the other modes, whereas the
flat mode (opposite of the cache mode) yields the best execution time
performance in most of the cases. In flat mode, we explicitly allocated
some data structures on the MCDRAM, and observe 30%–45% better
performance as compared to the cache mode. We capture the relative
performances between the KNL memory modes for our distributed
Louvain implementation in Fig. 10.

5.3. Performance on OLCF Summit

We now present multi-GPU results on OLCF Summit. The input
consists of real-world graphs obtained from the SuiteSparse Matrix Col-
lection [38] and IEEE-HPEC Graph Challenge [39], and synthetically
generated using the random geometric graph (RGG) model [12], as
listed in Table 1. Several heuristics such as threshold scaling and incom-
plete coloring exist in Vite for significantly improving the performance
at scale [11]. However, our goal in this work is to conduct a baseline
performance analysis, and therefore, we refrained from using heuristics
in evaluations. On Summit we use GCC 8.1 compiler, CUDA 10.1.243
and Spectrum MPI 10.3 for building cuVite.

In Fig. 11, we compare cuVite results on multiple GPUs across
Summit nodes, using similar runs of Vite as a baseline for comparison.
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Table 1
Graphs used in summit multi-GPU evaluations.

Graphs |𝑉 | |𝐸| Modularity Iterations Phases

Synthetic graph datasets

rgg-33M 33.55M 378.02M 0.99 77 8
rgg-67M 67.10M 775.04M 0.99 51 4
rgg-134M 134.22M 1.58B 0.99 93 9

Real-world datasets

hollywood-2009 1.14M 113.89M 0.75 82 9
nlpkkt240 27.99M 760.64M 0.97 714 8
uk-2002 18.52M 298.11M 0.99 43 5
uk-2005 39.46M 936.36M 0.95 79 12
webbase-2001 118.1M 1.01B 0.98 47 7
com-friendster 65.61M 3.6B 0.61 39 3
uk-2007 105.90M 6.6B 0.99 32 5

For these evaluations, the only difference between Vite and cuVite
configuration is in the usage of a GPU per MPI rank, while the number
of threads per rank is kept the same for both of these versions. As we
discussed in Section 4.1, the GPU implementation has to undergo a
remapping operation on the host side, which can take more than 2× the
time spent in GPU computation for certain large graphs, such as com-
friendster (due to the presence of many high-degree vertices). While
remapping is a costly operation with respect to the GPU computation,
the adopted solution allows quickly designing a hybrid solution starting
from the Vite code and data structures, optimized for CPU, without
completely redesigning the application. One objective of this work is,
in fact, not only showing a multi-GPU porting, but a hybrid imple-
mentation, where general-purpose processing elements are also used
to provide further scalability.

Barring the remapping costs, we observed 1.2–3.3× improvement in
performance of the GPU version for most of the input graphs with re-
spect to the CPU-only Vite. cuVite implementation demonstrates about
1.6–3.2× scalability over 2–64 Summit nodes for most of the graphs
in Fig. 11. Since graph edge distribution varies with the number of
processes, an irregular number of edges per process can cause severe
load imbalance, limiting the overall scalability.

5.4. Performance on NVIDIA DGX-2

We now compare the performance of cuVite relative to NVIDIA
RAPIDS® cuGraph [40], Rundemanen [27] and Grappolo [26]. The GPU
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Fig. 9. Performance of real-world graphs using different memory modes on KNL nodes of ALCF Theta. X-axis: #Processes; Y-axis: Execution time (s).
Table 2
Single node performance of cuVite relative to NVIDIA RAPIDS® cuGraph and Rundemanen on NVIDIA V100 GPU and Grappolo (using 224 OpenMP threads).
An asterisk is shown for runs that did not complete because of insufficient memory to execute Rundemanen. Highlighted rows signify cases for which cuVite
provided the best performance relative to others.
Graphs CuGraph Rundemanen cuVite Grappolo (CPU; 64-bit)
Name |𝑉 | |𝐸| Modularity Time (s) Modularity Time (s) Modularity Time (s) Modularity Time (s)
as20000102 6.47K 50.2K 0.62 0.04 0.61 0.03 0.61 1.02 0.61 0.05
Oregon2_010512 11.26K 62.6K 0.63 0.04 0.63 0.14 0.63 0.12 0.63 0.10
p2p-Gnutella31 62.58K 295.78K 0.48 0.12 0.47 0.21 0.47 0.25 0.47 0.11
soc-Epinions1 75.87K 811K 0.45 0.12 0.43 0.34 0.43 0.13 0.43 0.51
soc-Slashdot0902 82.16K 1M 0.33 0.16 0.29 0.24 0.37 0.41 0.26 0.66
flickrEdges 105.93K 4.63K 0.67 0.39 0.67 0.43 0.67 0.43 0.67 8.91
roadNet-PA 1.08M 3.08M 0.98 0.76 0.98 1.02 0.98 0.32 0.98 1.80
roadNet-TX 1.37M 3.84M 0.99 0.88 0.99 1.22 0.99 0.39 0.99 1.69
roadNet-CA 1.96M 5.53M 0.99 1.05 0.99 1.66 0.99 0.62 0.99 5.04
V2a 55.04M 117.21M 0.99 5.72 - ∗ 0.99 30.29 0.99 29.12
U1a 67.16M 138.77M 0.98 4.65 - ∗ 0.98 27.42 0.98 77.29
Graph500-scale21 1.24M 63.4M 0.06 1.45 0.05 3.52 0.02 4.17 0.04 37.04
Graph500-scale22 2.39M 128.19M 0.07 3.39 0.05 7.17 0.02 8.89 0.03 46.91
Graph500-scale23 4.60M 258.5M 0.06 5.82 0.05 14.04 0.02 22.03 0.03 174.59
MAWI-1 18.57M 38.04M 0.25 59.02 0.89 14.08 0.89 6.97 0.88 68.79
MAWI-2 35.99M 74.48M 0.25 297.74 - ∗ 0.9 16.52 0.88 95.25
MAWI-3 68.86M 143.41M 0.28 520.77 - ∗ 0.89 28.1 0.87 323.94
MAWI-4 128.56M 270.23M 0.21 1533.17 - ∗ 0.89 78.85 0.86 498.17
ig. 10. The relative performance profiles for cache, equal, flat and split memory modes
n Theta KNL nodes using all the runs as shown in Fig. 9 in addition to similar runs
ith other graphs not included. The 𝑋-axis represents the factor by which a given

cheme fares relative to the best performing scheme for that particular input. The
-axis represents the fraction of problems. The closer a curve is aligned to the 𝑌 -axis

he superior is its performance relative to the other schemes over a range of 40 inputs.

mplementations were executed on a single-GPU of NVIDIA DGX-2
latform. We use GCC 7.3, CUDA 10.0.130 and OpenMPI 3.1.3 to build
ur GPU implementations. Comparative Grappolo evaluations was per-
ormed on a 224-core 8-way (28-core/socket) Intel® Xeon® Platinum
276M CPU 2.20 GHz system, with 1MB private L2 cache and shared
8.5MB L3 cache. We used GCC/9.2.0 compiler to build Grappolo on
he shared-memory platform.

From an algorithmic perspective, cuVite and Rundemanen are similar
n that they both adapt parallelization strategies from Grappolo. The
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atest GPU-based implementation is in the NVIDIA RAPIDS software
suite [41]. We used cuGraph 0.14.0 in our experiments and built the
Python dependencies using Anaconda release 3.2019.3. We only time
the cugraph. community.louvain function,2 while comparing the
performance and modularity scores with our GPU implementation on
a single GPU of the NVIDIA DGX-2 system.

As summarized in Table 2 the results computed from our GPU im-
plementation are comparable with Grappolo for most of the graphs,
which has been shown to closely resemble the output from the Louvain
implementation of Blondel et al. [21]. Since cuGraph currently does
not support multiple GPUs, we use a single V100 GPU for compar-
ison. We also used a single MPI rank and 8 OpenMP threads for
cuVite evaluation. Since there are no ‘‘ghost’’ vertices in this case,
there is no remapping overhead as well (refer to Section 4.1). We
selected a number of real-world graphs and three synthetic ones (for
e.g., Graph500); unlike the real-world instances, the Graph500 inputs
exhibit poor community structure, as evident from the low modularity
scores.

Since cuGraph uses a 32-bit representation to store graph vertex
indices and edge weights, cuVite also used a 32-bit representation
for this evaluation, along with Rundemanen. However, we use 64-bit
representation of Grappolo as there no option to build the software
with 32-bit data representation. For all other cases, we have used
a default 64-bit representation for cuVite to store the graph and for
associated operations. We also observe that modularity values for cuVite
are comparable to Grappolo.

As shown in Table 2, cuVite demonstrates a speedup of about 2–19×
relative to cuGraph for a number of cases. Since it is not apparent how to
extract information for each Louvain phase in cuGraph, we are unable to
analyze the reason behind modularity divergences for few of the inputs,

2 https://docs.rapids.ai/api/cugraph/stable/api.html#module-cugraph.

community.louvain

https://docs.rapids.ai/api/cugraph/stable/api.html#module-cugraph.community.louvain
https://docs.rapids.ai/api/cugraph/stable/api.html#module-cugraph.community.louvain
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Fig. 11. Strong scaling of Vite and cuVite on OLCF Summit using real-world and synthetic graphs. X-axis: CPU/GPU version on total #processes (with 6 MPI ranks per node, 14
OpenMP threads per MPI rank; additionally, GPU versions use a single GPU per MPI rank); Y-axis: Time in seconds.
such as MAWI. Unlike GPU implementations of cuGraph and Rundemanen
where nearly all computations over multiple phases occur in the GPU
memory, in our implementation the community updates are performed
by the CPU. Therefore, in our current implementation, the data on
community assignments and their weights need to be transferred back
and forth between host and device in every iteration. This cost of
moving data between host and device can be a significant fraction of
the total time for smaller datasets, for which cuGraph and Rundemanen
perform better than cuVite. Also, the current version of cuGraph Louvain
requires the difference between the current and previously computed
global modularities to be at least 1.0E−03,3 whereas for Vite/cuVite/
Grappolo it is 1.0E−06. This can cause a mismatch in the number of
iterations to convergence for cuVite and cuGraph.

5.5. Quality assessment

In order to assess the quality of our distributed-memory multi-GPU
Louvain implementation, we compare our results against communities
reported by the CPU implementation, i.e., Vite. We use standard statis-
tical measures such as F-score, Precision and Recall that are computed
from the true positive, false positive and false negative evaluations ob-
tained by comparing all possible vertex pairs in community assignments
reported by Vite and cuVite. As summarized in Table 5, values close to
1 indicate an almost exact clustering of vertices by cuVite relative to
Vite. Further details are also presented in Table 2. We present results
on qualitative and performance comparisons of cuVite relative to Vite
and Grappolo in this section.

3 https://github.com/rapidsai/cugraph/blob/branch-21.10/cpp/src/
ommunity/louvain.cuh#L365
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Table 3
Comparing Grappolo with Vite (distributed CPU) and cuVite (distributed CPU+GPU, this
work) for large graphs.

Graphs Grappolo (128 threads) Vite (32 nodes) cuVite (32 nodes)

Remap GPU

nlpkkt240 283 73 15 64
uk-2005 20 13 2 11
webbase-2001 43 19 11 21
com-friendster 1824 1068 1220 755

Table 4
Comparing single process execution times (in seconds) with multiple processes (and
GPUs) for two medium graphs.

PEs (1 node) rgg33 (|𝐸|=378.02M) Hollywood-2009 (|𝐸|=113.89M)

Vite CuVite Vite CuVite

1 171 – 36 19
2 76 20 52 26
4 38 13 29 25
8 43 25 33 23
12 28 16 21 19

Table 3 compares the GPU results for few of the larger graphs
with Grappolo on 128 threads. Single process or serial execution times
for most of these graphs are quite high, as noted by Lu et al. [26].
In Table 4, we compare Vite and CuVite execution times using two
structurally different medium-sized graphs over 1–12 processes. While
rgg33 demonstrates up to 6× scalability on 12 PEs, hollywood-2009
only exhibits about 40% improvement in the execution time.

We note that Ghosh et al. performed quality assessment of Vite [11]
relative to the original serial implementation by Blondel el al. In
Table 6, we use several synthetic graphs from the LFR benchmark [42]

https://github.com/rapidsai/cugraph/blob/branch-21.10/cpp/src/community/louvain.cuh#L365
https://github.com/rapidsai/cugraph/blob/branch-21.10/cpp/src/community/louvain.cuh#L365
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Table 5
Quality assessment of cuVite relative to Vite for four real-world inputs. Values close or
equal to one indicate strong correlation with CPU results.

Score Hollywood-2009 uk-2002 nlpkkt240 webbase-2001

Precision 0.985 0.995 1.0 1.0
Recall 0.956 0.933 1.0 1.0
F-score 0.970 0.963 1.0 1.0

Table 6
Quality assessment of Vite across multiple processes for various LFR graphs, and
omparison with Grappolo (multi-threaded).
|𝑉 | |𝐸| #PEs Time(s) 𝐹 − 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒Vite 𝐹 − 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒Grappolo
350K 34.72M 1 114.62 0.990352 0.990352
600K 58.91M 32 112.90 0.990849 0.990849
1M 98.12M 208 117.40 0.981119 0.981119
1.5M 147.13M 448 116.40 0.967736 0.967736
2M 196.45M 512 113.55 0.945176 0.951238

to demonstrate the quality across 1–512 PEs (up to 16 nodes) of Vite vs.
shared-memory Grappolo, compared with ground-truth communities.
verall, we observe about 6%–10% variability in the relative commu-
ity assignments with larger graphs and #PEs, due to the inherent
on-deterministic nature of the algorithm. Since we compare with
rappolo, there is existing empirical analysis using datasets with known
round truth information [43].

. Related work

Graph analytics has emerged as an important branch of data an-
lytics and enables efficient modeling and analysis of unstructured
ata with complex relationships among participating entities. Com-
unity detection is a commonly used tool in graph analytics to not

nly discover coherent modules or structures in a graph, but also for
imensionality reduction in many applications. Consequently, commu-
ity detection has been studied extensively in literature. Our work
as therefore benefited from advances in several fronts including su-
erior algorithms, parallelization efforts and application domains. In
articular, modularity optimization has been studied extensively and
as is being used widely in numerous science domains and analyt-
cs applications. We refer you to comprehensive survey papers for
etails [4–7].

Parallel implementations of community detection that are relevant
o this work can be broadly categorized based on the target archi-
ectures into: CPU-only, GPU-only, and heterogeneous CPU-and-GPU.
hared-memory or multithreaded CPU-only implementations have been
hown to scale and perform well [44–46], leading to the exploration of
number of heuristics and push–pull formulations that prune unnec-

ssary edge explorations [47]. Since multi-threaded implementations
re severely restricted on the sizes of inputs that can be processed, we
ocus only on distributed-memory and GPU-based implementations in
he following discussion.

PU-only Efforts: Distributed homogeneous CPU implementations of
ommunity detection for high-performance computing (HPC) clusters,
aking advantage of novel network interconnects, system architec-
ures, and specialized algorithm designs, have demonstrated scalability
ell up to several thousand computing cores distributed over hun-
reds of computing nodes [11,48–56]. Among these, in the MPI-based
istributed memory Louvain implementation of Que et al. [55], the
ertices and their edge lists are partitioned among the processes using
1D decomposition, similar to our distribution strategy. However, our

pproaches are significantly different. Firstly, we use various heuristics
o optimize performance. Moreover, we use large real-world datasets
n our experimental evaluations, and compare the performance of our
PI+OpenMP Louvain algorithm with that of a pure OpenMP imple-
entation, and recursively, with the original serial implementation
11
of Blondel et al. Que et al. [55] report the execution time for their
algorithm run on the uk-2007 real-world network (3.3B edges) to be
about 45 s on 128 IBM® Power7® nodes. In comparison, we report
an all-inclusive execution time of about 61 s for the same uk-2007
graph on 256 Intel® KNL nodes of ALCF Theta, and 20 s on 64 dual-
socket IBM Power9 nodes of OLCF Summit (using 4 OpenMP threads
per process). Whereas on 64 Summit nodes using 384 GPUs (6 GPUs
per node), we obtain a total execution time of 23 s for our GPU version
(refer to Fig. 11).

In the MPI implementation of Wickramaarachchi et al. [48], a
parallel graph partitioner ParMETIS [57] is used to partition the graph
among processes before the distributed memory community detection
algorithm starts. Since graph partitioning is also an NP-hard problem
and generally more expensive than community detection, we do not
assume an optimized input distribution in our approach and instead
work with a simpler distribution. It has also been well studied that
graphs from real-world are often hard to partition beyond a small num-
ber of partitions [58]. In a similar work, Zeng et al. [59] present their
distributed-memory (MPI-based) Louvain implementation where they
replicate high-degree vertices among processes and redistribute edges
to ensure load balancing of edges. The authors report that the execution
time of the first two Louvain phases on the uk-2007 graph is over
100 s on 1024 processes of the ORNL Titan supercomputer. In contrast,
the execution time of the baseline version of our distributed Louvain
implementation including all the Louvain phases for the uk-2007 graph
is about 38 s on 1024 processes of NERSC Cori.

GPU-based Efforts: Several works have shown the potential of GPUs
to accelerate the Louvain algorithm. While Naim et al. [27] showed
that single-GPU implementation was significant faster relative to a CPU-
based parallel implementation using a large set of problems [27], the
maximum problem size that can be executed in memory of a single GPU
remains severely restricted. We provide relative performance of cuVite
in Section 5.

Cheong et al. [60] addressed multi-GPU scalability, demonstrating
speed up of the multi-GPU implementation with respect to a single-
GPU solution, but they started with a slower single-GPU performance
relative to the work of Naim et al. [27]. They also showed a degradation
in the quality of results. Another multi-GPU parallel Louvain algorithm
implemented in the tool suite Gunrock, a graph processing library for
GPUs, has demonstrated scalability with respect to its specific single-
GPU implementation. However, it was evaluated only on clusters with
a single GPU per node, and remained limited by the underlying library
primitives [61,62]. Most recently, NVIDIA® introduced a software suite
amed RAPIDS®, which also includes the cuGraph library for optimized

graph algorithms such as community detection using the Louvain algo-
rithm [40]. However, cuGraph is a single-GPU code, which we included
in our empirical analysis (Section 5).

Heterogeneous CPU-and-GPU implementations have been demon-
strated only on single shared-memory CPU nodes. One such example is
the work of Bhowmick et al. which focused on the static work distribu-
tion among the multi-core CPUs and a single-GPU in the node [63]. We
note that the implementation of Bhowmick et al. is based on individual
tools used in our analysis (Section 5).

To the best of our knowledge, this work presents the first distributed-
emory multi-GPU community detection using the Louvain method as

he serial template, and made available in a library names cuVite. Al-
though we build on the CPU-only distributed-memory implementation,
Vite [11], we made significant additions to exploit multi-GPU nodes.

7. Conclusion

Massively parallel systems including the forthcoming exascale sys-
tems are fundamentally heterogeneous in nature comprising of node
with multi-core CPUs and multiple GPUs. These hierarchical systems

pose significant challenges for the design and development of efficient
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parallel algorithms, especially irregular applications such as iterative
graph algorithms. In this paper, we presented cuVite, a distributed-
memory multi-GPU community detection algorithm using the Louvain
algorithm as the serial template, and using the latest CUDA features. We
demonstrated the quality and performance of cuVite using a set of real-

orld and synthetic graphs. We also showed the relative performance
f cuVite with the state-of-the-art shared and distributed-memory CPU-
nly as well as GPU-based implementations. We presented performance
mprovement of up to 19× relative to NVIDIA cuGraph and greater than
0× relative to multithreaded CPU implementation Grappolo. Our code
s available from: https://github.com/pnnl/cuVite.

The performance of cuVite is currently limited by the data trans-
ormations needed to map information between host and device data
tructures, and adds significant overhead in some cases. However, these
ransformations can be eliminated by using an uniform data represen-
ation on both the device and host. We therefore plan to perform a
omplete redesign of the elementary data structures in the near future,
hich would also enhance the performance of Vite along with the
erformance of cuVite.
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